SONGS
FOR THE DEAD

A DOCUMENTARY ON MIGRATING BIRDS AND ITS YEARLY MASSACRE

!

Four characters,
four homelands,
four destinations across the wide sea.
A wall of human need and stupidity waiting on the other end:
Guns, nets, traps, greed….
The saddest road story documentary,
on how migratory bird populations are slaughtered by millions,
every fall, during their intercontinental voyage.
The everlasting story of wings and words
becoming an urgent cry for help.

WHY A DOCUMENTARY ABOUT MIGRATING BIRDS?
SONGS FOR THE DEAD is a documentary with an approach to the vital and
planetary importance of birds. By choosing four bird species deeply
interwoven into four different cultures, we will start a dialogue with the
spectator on the true significance of this creatures. Real life footage of both the
animals and their suffering, as well as theater groups, dance groups, and local
storytellers, will be used to illustrate the life and death of these birds.

Can you imagine a future of bird-less springs? Well, let´s face it, we are on
the way: 25 million birds are killed every year in the Mediterranean

But, in addition to inspiring compassion we wish to show the importance of
each bird for the natural balance of our planet. We must show the atrocities to
which human being is arriving without any vital justification. A massacre is
happening every year we don´t even know about. We must denounce. We must
try to create a movement from which bird-protection laws are enforced under
the risk of serious international sanctions.

SONGS FOR THE DEAD aims to serve to extend awareness, as a tool for NGO’s,
Animal Associations, and specific projects related to for the defense of
Migratory Birds. The documentary should be linked to a series of conferences
around the world on this topic, both to collect money for actions and to raise
awareness of this phenomenon.

SYNOPSIS
Aside from all the symbolic and emotional bonds that have historically made humans
gaze upon birds, there have also been more concrete and practical reasons: these
creatures have delivered information about seasons, rain, geological menaces... As
the dove bearing the olive branch is said to have brought Noe the good news about
the proximity of land after the great flood, so have tiny birds announced man of the
presence of dangers, predators, geological and weather-related events. Nature has
bonded us both, winged and un-winged from the beginning of times.
But, once again, human has been less good a companion to birds, than them to us.
Our last 150 years of ¨growth and development¨ have turned many paradises into
death traps. Agricultural methods and chemicals, pollution, increased urban
expansion, demographic growth, good-for-something-machines, hunting-for-food,
and hunting-for-fun...
As of 2014, BirdLife has established that worldwide 1,373 bird species are
threatened with extinction (13% of the total, or roughly one in eight). These species
have small, fragmented or dwindling ranges, tiny populations, or are declining
rapidly. Of these, 213 species are considered Critically Endangered and face an
extremely high risk of extinction in the immediate future.
Unfortunately human being is the great culprit.

TREATMENT
Since ancient times migratory birds are perceived as souls, souls that travel the world
teaching humans lessons of wisdom. Birds are considered in all cultures as
messengers of the gods, who appear and disappear carrying good omens, or
catastrophes. Close to the sky, able to speak –and, therefore to teach- they act as
mediators of celestial wisdom. The language of the bird is spiritual knowledge and
has to do with souls.
(But why do birds want to help us? What interest can they have towards humans? Are
they part of our psyche? Are they transient transformations of the spirit? Can they
bring the living into contact with the dead?)
There is a symbolic and functional equivalence between the messengers of the
Celtic world and the angels of Christendom who wear swan wings. The angel, as
intermediary of God, is always the bearer of good news. The old tradition of the
dove, the angels and the Holy Spirit still stands in Christianity.
But the science of auspices is not only visual, it is a solid knowledge of ornithology,
there are birds that transmit signs by their flight, others by their song and the most
reputed by both at the same time.
We seem to have lost connection to both the profound and the pragmatic that
bonded us to nature´s beaked angels. Nothing seems to indicate that birds will still
be on the other side waiting for us if things continue to go as it does now.
At the European regional level, 13% of bird species are threatened, with 2% critically
Endangered, 3% Endangered, and 7% Vulnerable. A further 6% are near threatened.
Within the EU, 18% of bird species are threatened, with 2% Critically Endangered,
4% Endangered, and 12% Vulnerable, and a further 6% are near threatened.
Europe is home to more than 530 regularly occurring wild bird species, across 69
families, with a total estimated breeding population of around two billion pairs.
Millions more migrate through the continent on passage to Africa, whilst millions of
others from the Arctic or Russia spend the winter in Europe.
European biodiversity includes around 530 species of birds. The Mediterranean part
of Europe, which is especially rich in plant and animal species, has been recognized
as a global biodiversity hotspot .

FILMING PLAN
The documentary will consist of a close follow up our four bird-protagonists
since they decide to start the migration until they reach their targets to flights
thousands of kilometres away. The anthropological meaning of the birds is to
become part of their description.
Our camera will act as a mere observer of some adventures and the many
misadventures they have to face, without judging circumstances or issuing
subjective opinions.
We will endow the birds with their symbolic, biological, mythological and
spiritual facets. We will echo their songs and not forget to extol their
importance for the balance of the planet, for our own survival.
In relation to the bird-hunters, the intention of the documentarists is to
connect with them, enter their daily routines, and establish a relationship of
trust, which we consider of utmost importance in order to explore all essential
hidden corners of their environments and all aspects of their ways of living. It
is important to understand their needs and motivations, if we intend the
documentary to be a tool of change.

LOCATIONS
Italy, Croacia, Egypt, Marrakesh, Madagascar.

STYLE
The documentary is characterised by its closeness, its energy and
freedom. The objective will be to become an invisible eye capable of
overseeing every situation and going unnoticed in order to obtain the
maximum feeling of reality and naturalness possible.
The documentary will be filmed in every local language.
It will be shot on HDV with postproduction on Betacam.

OUR HEROES

THE STORKS

The stork is linked to the souls and the initiatory trips. The image of a wader flying at
a great height, carrying a small bundle in its beak through which the plump head of a
newborn appears, has become a symbol for life. The remarkable affection that these
birds feel towards their children, the zeal with which they warm up their eggs , leads
them to loose almost all their feathers during the long, devote, incubation. Thirty
thousand storks go through Gibraltar every year, in a complicated migration thst
must cross Africa.
The colonial anthropologist Edmond Doutté (1914) speaks of the myths of Stork
Man. "The Moroccans believe that the storks are men of very distant islands, that at a
certain time of the year they take the form of the birds to go there and at the
appropriate time to return to their country, where they become men until the
following year." For this reason, it would be regarded as criminal to kill one of these
birds: "the storks only come to Marrakech during the winter and spring, and then go
south to Massa. Massa, the mysterious city of Sus¨. From the city of Massa and its
port, which were so important throughout history, nothing is left, only the memory,
as it seems to be sunk beneath the dunes. Only the natural reserve of the river
Massa, fifty kilometers from Tiznit, remains.

The writer Juan Goytisolo uses the myth of stork men to tell us a history of migration
to Europe (in various articles he has used the simile of storks to talk about emigrants,
and especially of himself, who lives between two cultures). Finnish anthropologist
Edgard Westermarck (1926) writes: "Among the ait warain of the Middle Atlas there
it is customary to bury the storks that are already dead and make a small haws (circle)
on top of the tomb which will later be visited by people who suffer fevers, as if the
dead bird was a siyid (saint representing a brotherhood). Undoubtedly, these birds,
which hunt the reptiles -so abundant in the warm countries-, attracted the respect of
the peoples, who therefore watched over their conservation.

STORK DATA:
Storks are large, long-legged, long-necked wading birds with long, stout bills. There
are nineteen living species of storks in six genera. Many species are migratory. Most
storks eat frogs, fish, insects, earthworms, small birds and small mammals.
Storks tend to use soaring, gliding flight, which conserves energy. Soaring requires
thermal air currents. Bill-clattering is an important mode of communication at the
nest.
Their nests are often very large and may be used for many years. Some nests have
been known to grow to over two metres (six feet) in diameter and about three
metres (ten feet) in depth.
Storks were once thought to be monogamous, but this is only partially true. They
may change mates after migrations, and may migrate without a mate.

CONSERVATION STATUS:
The overall population of White Storks has declined steadily over the last half
century. The decline in Western Europe has been the most pronounced. Pollution,
pesticides and wetlands drainage have severely reduced suitable foraging habitat
across the breeding range. Storks no longer breed in southern Sweden, Switzerland,
western France, Belgium or southern Greece. In The Netherlands the number of
breeding pairs has declined from 500 in 1910 to 5 in 1985. Denmark was home to
4000 pairs in 1890, but only 12 in 1989. Captive propagation and reintroduction
efforts have been hampered by their tendency to produce overly tame birds, which
over-winter in Europe without migrating normally.

The last stork nest in Great Britain was deserted in 1416. In that time the settlement
started in Eastern Poland and Latvia. Storks moved eastward. This process continued
for centuries. In 19th and 20th centuries storks began to leave western Europe.
Within last 100 years,

storks have almost disappeared from northern France,

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, western and southern Germany. During some seasons
there was not a single stork in Sweden and Switzerland.
Nowadays, there are fewer than 10 breeding pairs in Holland (in 1958 there were 56
pairs, and in 1910 - 500 pairs), in Denmark there are 9 pairs (in 1890 there were 4
thousand pairs). Within last decades storks started to build their nests north-east
from Sankt Petersburgh and in the vicinity of Moscow and Voronezh.

THE QUAILS

This poultry-looking, ground-dwelling bird, known to western cultures throughout
history, was first honoured as the animal that was in the cradle of Apollo: according
to the Greek mythical legend, Leto, his mother, was desperately fleeing, while in
labour, from the wrath of great goddess Hera. Only one floating island dared host
Leto, who gave birth to Golden Apollo in the Island of Ortigia (ortyx, "quail" in
Greek). Thus, out of gratitude, Apollo made his home island the center of the Greek
world and called it Delos, ¨the brilliant¨.¨

QUAIL DATA:
¨Coturnix coturnix¨ is a terrestrial species, feeding on seeds and insects on the
ground. It is notoriously difficult to see, keeping hidden in crops, and reluctant to fly,
preferring to creep away instead. Cultivated fields of winter wheat, clover, and small
grain crops are used as nesting cover. Even when flushed, it keeps low and soon
drops back into cover.
Common quail pair-bonds can be very strong. Males arrive in breeding areas prior to
the females. They utter loud, gutteral "growl calls" in advance of the territorial call.
Once the females arrive, they locate a nest site, then respond to the male's call with
an "attraction call" which is . The local male in that territory then engages in a "circledisplay" for the female by ruffling his throat and breast feathers, his wing nearest the
female droops to the ground, and he dances about in a circle around the female
while uttering soft notes.
Common Quails from Europe escape Winter flying from the Mediterranean south to
tropical Africa. In Europe the breeding season is from mid-May to late August; in
Africa, breeding occurs from September to March, although in Kenya they breed
during the wet season, from January to February. Common quail may have up to
three clutches per season

THE FALCONS
As long ago as Ancient Egypt, the hawk was, first and foremost, a representation of
Horus, called Har (in Egyptian the very high or distant). The hieroglyphic symbol of
the hawk standing on a perch was used since the pre-dynastic time, to represent the
idea of God.
The Ancient Egyptian falcon god, son of Isis and Osiris, loses an eye while combating
with his uncle Set. His eye is later restored by Thoth -deity of balance, speech and
writing- thus gaining a new significance: "the eye of Ra," Udyat, "which is complete",
a symbol of apotropaic characteristics, that is to say: magical, protective, purifying,
healing, solar symbol that embodied the order, the undisturbed, the perfect state.
The falcon represented, for millennia, the solar god and predecessor of the
Pharaohs.

In other cultures, as the Sioux aboriginal, the magnificence, strength and ferocity of
this bird sets it as the incarnation of the wholesome, independent, human being.

FALCON DATA:
The falcon of Eleonora (Falco eleonorae) is a bird of the Falconidae family native to
the Mediterranean. Migratory, reared in different enclaves of the Maghreb coast,
Sardinia, Croatia and Spain (in the Canary Islands, Baleares and Columbretes),
spends winter in Madagascar.
Recent discoveries have shown that the migratory route of the species crosses the
African continent, rather than following a maritime route across the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea. Satellite monitoring revealed the mysteries of the migratory route
of the Eleonora hawk (more than 9,500 kilometres by the interior of the African
continent from the Balearic Islands and Columbretes to the island of Madagascar
migrating day and night, and overcoming ecological barriers like the Sahara Desert).
Eleonora’s falcons commonly breed on the ground on small, rocky, undisturbed
islands with little vegetation. On larger islands, such as Sicily and Sardinia, and on
the mainland in Africa and Turkey, they seek inaccessible coastal cliffs to breed. They
hunt over the open sea, as well as over wetlands, grasslands, and sometimes
woodlands.

Eleonora’s falcons are monogamous, colonial breeders that nest in colonies of up to
300 pairs and may hunt migrating passerines and invertebrates singly or in small
groups. When not occupying breeding colonies, these falcons are likely to be
solitary. Migration starts late for Eleonora’s falcons, they usually leave the breeding
grounds in late October to early November and migrate to Madagascar and the
Mascarene Islands.
Eleonora’s falcons, like other raptors, are important bio-indicators of healthy
environments. They further help to reduce pest species, such as grasshoppers and
rodents that cause damage to human crops.
The Eleonora hawk is named after a Sardinian heroine, Giudicessa Eleonora de
Arborea (1350-1404), who fought for the independence of Sardinia from the Crown
of Aragon, and elaborated the first laws in Europe that protected the birds from
dam.
CONSERVATION STATUS:
Due to the limited distribution and colonial breeding habits of Eleonora’s falcons,
they are a very vulnerable species, according to conservationists. The main threats
are an increase in tourism, especially the use of motorboats near colonies, which
often results in distressed parent birds and reproductive failure. In the Aegean Sea,
colonies are often raided by fisherman who take the young and eggs for food.
Persecution of adult birds has also been recorded. The total population is currently
estimated at 4,500 breeding pairs. As long as breeding colonies are protected from
poaching by humans and from heavy tourism, Eleonora’s falcon populations will
likely remain stable. A decrease in migrating passerines due to habitat loss in
mainland Europe has been observed over the past century and falcon populations
have dropped accordingly.

THE SWALLOWS
An emblem of clairvoyance, the Greeks called it '' khelidôn'', from which derives the
name of celidonia or grass of the swallow. According to Plinias the Elder, the swallow
returns the sight to its little ones, who are born blind, by feeding them with stems of

celidonia. It was also considered a symbol of happiness, fidelity and birth. So, for our
ancestors, killing a swallow brought bad luck or could make you blind
The swallow, which with the arrival of warm season begins its flight northwards from
its winter quarters in Africa, seems to bring spring ahead, and with it renewal of life
and fertility, love. The swallow signifies the success and the end of the difficulties.
Widespread across the world, the emblem-bird of migration is referred to even in
guaraní tradition from South America. A legend on its origin explains how at the
beginning of times of Añá (the Demon) says that once Tupá (God) had created
divinities, genders, giants, monsters and variety of animals, he put a test to one of its
actors: Añá, Genius Of evil : Finding Tupá on the shores of Para (sea), in the form of
his most perfect creature, man, entertained in making figures of ñai'û (black clay),
which he placed in a row, Añá suddenly appeared with the intention of destroying
them, but before he could fulfil his evil plan, Tupá, who appeared to be a mere
mortal, clapped his hands and at that moment all the inanimate figures came alive
and before Añá. Before he could reach them, they flew away. TupâŞ had thus
created mbyju'i (Swallow).

According to Irish mythology, if you tie a flower to a swallow´s paw, it means that the
gnome that receives it is requested. If the flower is yellow, the gnome should be
mounted instantly on the swallow and have it take him to its destination.

Sailors and swallows:
For old seamen, the swallows have always had a symbolic meaning. Before modern
navigation and all the technology we now enjoy, the swallows were the first signs
that the mainland was close. Therefore, an association between swallows and
"returning home safe and sound" began to build up. Sailors used to tattoo a swallow
after returning home safely -after fights, shipwrecks, hardships, battles and wars- and
the bird was linked to triumph after difficulties. The swallows were a good resumé.
Also, sailors who could demonstrate to have sailed by the seven seas -or to have
crossed the cape of Good Hope and the Cape of Horns-would get a swallow tattoo.
Legends also tell that if a sailor does not survive his journey and dies drowned, the
swallows will take his soul from the murky waters up to the sky.

SWALLOW FACTS:

R. rustica, the nominate European subspecies, breeds in Europe and Asia, as far
north as the Arctic Circle, south to North Africa, the Middle East and Sikkim, and east
to the Yenisei River. It migrates on a broad front to winter in Africa, Arabia, and the
Indian subcontinent, covering up to 11,660 km on their annual migration .
The male barn swallow returns to the breeding grounds before the females and
selects a nest site, which is then advertised to females with a circling flight and song.
The breeding success of the male is related to the length of the tail streamers, with
longer streamers being more attractive to the female.
Once established, pairs stay together to breed for life, but extra-pair copulation is
common, making this species genetically monogamous, despite being socially
polygamous.

CONSERVATION STATUS:
Ornithologists estimate that at least two million swallows have been making the
annual trip to the Mbe Mountains, in south-eastern Nigeria, from October to March,
for the past 60 years. Some estimates place the numbers as high as 40 million; it
seems likely that this is the single largest swallow roost in Africa.
The yearly influx of so many birds is more than welcome for the inhabitants of Boje
Ebok, a village at the foot of the Mbe mountains. As in most of rural Nigeria, life here
is tough. The people are poor and hungry.
Each evening, before the swallows return, the villagers lay in ambush in the grass
with home-made traps in hand. These consist of a yam cut in half with a long stick at
its base. Twigs are inserted all over the rounded side of the yam. Homemade
adhesive of palm resin and water is spread over the twigs. Once the swallows begin
the dive into the grass, the device is raised and swung in the air.
A sad end awaits any swallow that falls in contact with the trap. Glued to the twigs,
they are pulled off and thrown into sacks after their wings have been broken. Back in
the village, they are prepared in a stew. Villagers say the swallows taste good. "God
has created these birds to be eaten," says Boniface Ofre, chairman of the
community.
Those birds they don't eat they sell in neighbouring villages, to generate muchneeded income. Ferdinald Obi a 15-year-old student, says he sold hundreds of the
birds to pay his school fees. Ornithologists reckon that as many as 200,000 are
caught and eaten each winter.

PREDATORS

The Egyptians line their beaches with fine two-metre high nets that can
stretch for miles across the Nile delta and will catch any bird coming close;
the Maltese will cover whole trees in nylon; the Cypriots smear branches in
glue to stop birds flying; the Italians will kill nearly anything that flies and the
French like to
set metal traps for small birds.
According to the first study of its kind, which has attempted to put a realistic
number on how many birds are killed illegally each year, possibly 25 million
chaffinches, thrushes, robins, quails and many other species are being shot,
trapped or poisoned as they migrate to and from mainland Europe.

EUROPE
The sheer scale of the cruelty of the illegal wild bird killings around the
Mediterranean which was revealed recently has shocked conservationists and bird
lovers across Europe.
Strong laws have been shown not to be working and are being openly flaunted by
hunters. Nearly half the 25m killings occur in EU states where the birds directive
applies, and many other Mediterranean countries also ban the hunting of songbirds.
Hunting groups and complicit bureaucrats have been blamed for what he says is a
massive failure of governments and the authorities to act.
Around half the birds being killed are in countries where strong laws theoretically
protect birds: ¨ figures are shocking and it’s getting worse. Hunting groups in many
countries are stopping the laws being enforced. Many people in the EU probably
know or actually are shooters. People in power like killing things”-says
conservationist Bill Oddie
According to BirdLife, an estimated 900,000 birds were caught at Dhekelia, a British
military base in the south-east of the Island of Cyprus.
Lobbying by hunting groups, reluctance by the EU to act and national justifications of
tradition and culture have encouraged illegal bird hunting to flourish despite strong
laws, says Ann-Laure Brochet, the author of the study.

International journal, suggests that Italy and Egypt are the the most dangerous
countries for migratory birds, followed by Syria, Lebanon and Cyprus. In Italy, where
about 5.6m birds are killed each year, over 150 species are killed in significant
numbers.
The most dangerous place in the Mediterranean was found to be the Famagusta
area of Cyprus where nearly 700,000 birds are killed every year. Many hundreds of
thousands are are targeted on or close to the British Dhekelia military base where
the Ministry of Defence has agreed to uproot illegally planted trees and shrubs
which trappers use for cover and to lure birds.
The chaffinch tops the Mediterranean ‘kill list’ with an estimated 2.9m killed every
year, closely followed by blackcap (1.8m), quail (1.6m) and song thrush (1.2m).
Numbers of many of the species targeted, like the European turtle dove and the
song thrush, are already in steep decline, while others like the pallid harrier and the
Egyptian vulture, are on the European red list, meaning that any killings can seriously
affect numbers.
“We know that there are far fewer birds in Europe than there were 20 years ago, so
what is happening now is more serious,” said Brochet.
The paper exposes some of the methods that hunters use to kill birds. These include
shooting and catching in nets, the use of birdsong recordings to lure species to
traps, and putting glue on branches to prevent birds flying.
“This review shows the gruesome extent to which birds are being killed illegally in
the Mediterranean. Populations of some species that were once abundant in Europe
are declining, and disappearing altogether,” said BirdLife International chief
executive, Patricia Zurita.

ITALY
In Northern Italy vast mist net installations still block the migrant song bird flyways to
warmer climes. The same tragic spectacle repeats itself year after year south of the
Alps. No sooner have the autumn migrants crossed the Italian border on their route
to Africa, they fly into a hail of lead from hundreds of thousands of hunters. A total of
36 bird species be legally hunted in Italy - the majority of them short or long distance
migrants such as Skylarks, Song Thrush, Turtle Doves and a variety of waders-. The
authorities permit each of the 710,000 registered hunters a shooting bag of 30 birds

a day on 60 hunting days per year. This results in the death of more than 17 million
birds in Italy every year.
In some regions, such as around Lake Garda, on Sardinia, and along the south Italian
coast, poaching with traps and nets still takes place. Hunting pressure groups,
deeply related to national and economic power, lobby to extend hunting seasons
and dodge legislation.

EGYPT
Terrible news has emerged from the Mediterranean coast of Egypt. Bavarian
Broadcasting are reporting a total of 700 kilometres of nets set to catch birds. The
birds are then offered as a delicacy in markets and restaurants across Egypt.
The nets which stretch for 700 kilometres from the Libyan border almost to Gaza are
very difficult to avoid for many migratory birds as they form a barrier across their
flight path either across the Mediterranean or the Sahara when they are looking for a
place to rest. The exact number of birds caught in this way can only be estimated,
but experts believe that tens of millions are killed each year.
One can see from the photo of the proximity of the nets to the beach that this is
especially deadly for shorebirds. That songbirds are on the menu (and targeted by
many hunters) in many countries of southern Europe and North Africa is nothing
new. The existence of fishing nets on the coast of Egypt has long been known, but
what is new is the scale of netting, which now extends from Libya across almost the
entire coastline of the Egypt to the Sinai – interrupted only in a few places by military
installations or major cities. Catching birds in Egypt threatens European populations.
This form of bird trapping is mostly illegal in Egypt; there are statutory requirements
for minimum distances between the nets and maximum stipulated heights but these
are largely ignored. Egypt has also signed international agreements on the
protection of birds, but the resulting rules are not enforced at all.
Implications of bird trapping in Egypt to the European breeding population are not
good: “The majority of our species are suffering from habitat loss and climate
change; species such as willow warbler, nightingale, wheatear and nightjar will be
adversely affected by the massive catch in Egypt.”

MIGRATIONS
WHITE STORK
Two different land routes: east across the Bosphorus, along the Levant, and up the
Nile valley; or west through the Iberian Peninsula, across the Strait of Gibraltar and
into Morocco.

Western Europe: Böhringen village. Germany (contact: Wolfgang Schäfle the "stork
father¨ with the the Max Planck Ornithological Institute) .
Migration: white storks in Europe will migrate south to Africa (from their summer
breeding grounds in Europe) in August and September, heading for Africa. There,
they spend the winter in savannah from Kenya and Uganda south to the Cape
Province of South Africa. In these areas they congregate in large flocks which may
exceed a thousand individuals. Some diverge westwards into western Sudan and
Chad, and may reach Nigeria. In spring, the birds return north; they are recorded

from Sudan and Egypt from February to April. They arrive back in Europe around
late March and April.

QUAIL
Quails from Europe winter from the Mediterranean south to tropical Africa, where
they overlap to some extent with african populations of the erlangeri and africana
subspecies (the exact extent of overlap is uncertain).
After wintering south of the Sahara, populations of long-migrating birds undertake
their pre-nuptial migration at the end of January and February. They start to arrive in
the Maghreb countries from the third week of February. Some will carry on and
reach southern Europe (Spain, Romania) in late March - early April
Simultaneously, the populations of short migrants (between 25-35° N, i.e. from the
Mediterranean basin) undertake their first reproductive cycle. Whatever their
migratory status, 80-90% of Western Palearctic Quails are thus by March either in the
nesting phase in all favourable areas below 40° latitude from Portugal to Arabia, or
passing through Morocco, Egypt and Israel
A second enormous migratory movement then follows, made up of birds that have
bred earlier at lower latitudes (south of 40° N). They come in several waves: adult
males first, then adult females, and finally youngsters born in the same year. These
three groups show abundance peaks separated by several weeks. They reach
regions north of 40° N between 10April - late May, or even early June for the first
young birds. For a given latitude, birds breeding at moderate altitudes (1000-1200
m) arrive several weeks later than those breeding in the plains, as was noticed in
several parts of Europe and Morocco
In Italy the index of relative abundance as derived from intense ringing campaign of
passage migrants shows a maximum on the third decade of May.
After breeding in Europe is completed, the autumn migration starts. To summarise,
the migration of populations from south of the Loire (France), Castilla (Spain) and
northern Italy is under way by the first week of September
The autumn migration (September - October) of the populations in Eastern Europe
(including Russia) is shifting much to the east and to the west from the spring flyway,
reaching the western part of Bulgaria (Nankinov 1982) and being very intensive
along the Romanian and Bulgarian Black Sea coast.

SWALLOW
From Finland/Britain starting at end of august/Sept/October, through western
France, Pyrenees, Morocco, Sahara/Nile Valley in October-November.

Some swallows may fly down along the eastern coast of Spain, passing over the
iconic city of Barcelona, while others will strike out over the sea towards Africa, with a
brief pit stop in the Balearic Islands.) . Cross the Mediterranean to reach North Africa
and the ever looming Sahara Desert., along the fringe of the west coast of North
Africa,into West Africa, to be more precise Nigeria.Here, they encounter their
toughest hazard thus far, a hazard of gigantic proportions. At a place called Ebok
Boje, one of their stopping off and roosting spots, over a hundred thousand
swallows are killed for human consumption, in what is an annual tradition. They start
arriving in Africa in September and return to Europe in April From Nigeria, they may
move east and south towards the giant forested belt of Central Africa, to places so
remote that, no European has ever set foot there. They finally reach their destination,
which is usually Botswana, Namibia or South Africa by mid december.

FALCO ELEONORAE
From Madrid in September, or Baleares in October: Across: Sahara, Nigeria or
Chad, Tanzania (Malawi), Mozambique Channel. 9000 km in 45 days.
Arrive in Madagascar around December 13th.

Transparent Productions S.L. Production Company based in Barcelona and
created by Cristina López-Palao, former creative director at Ogilvy & Mather
and Young & Rubicam. She graduated from FAMU, the prestigious film
school located in Prague. The company’s mission is to expose social themes
from a human perspective, while simultaneously seeking originality in the
focus and the universality of messages in the projects it finances. This sustains
its resolute presence in the arena of international co-production.
Selected Works:
A FOOT IN PARADISE (Doc) 36’(12X3’) 2001
Spanish DVCam
Produced by Cristina López-Palao
Film about adventure sports in paradise-like places in Latin America.
Distributed by “Travel and Adventure Channel” for Discovery Networks.

SHAMANS AND HEALERS (Doc) 36’(12X3’) 2002
Spanish DVCam
Produced by Cristina López-Palao
Documentary about shamanism and therapeutical practices through
ceremonies and the use of medicinal plants.
Distributed by “Health Channel” for Discovery Networks.

PURPLE MEMORIES (Fiction) 20’ 2003
English 16mm, DVCam
Script and direction: Cristina López-Palao
Andrés and Alina meet again in Prague to make a film based on their own love story. Alina, a
free spirit, feels trapped by the situation, while Andrés wants to pick up their former
relationship again.
Selected in Real to Reel Festival NC, USA

TIME BOMB (Doc) 52’ 2005
Spanish HDV
Directors: Marc Juan and Iria Saa
The ecological and humanitarian consequences of building a petrolifere in Esmeraldas, a
small village of Ecuador.
Sold to Arte, SWR, TV3

MUZUZANGABO (Doc) 63’ 2006
French HDV
Director: Sergi Agusti
Carlos has come up with a new approach to fight against AIDS in Africa:
from patient to patient. His weapon is his own seropositive condition. His aim, to get across
his message and his experience to those who wish to continue with his work in the future.
Sponsored by AECID. Sold to Canal Odisea and Turner Channel
⋅
Audience Awards & Special Mention from the Jury - Valladolid 2008
⋅
Best Documentary - Hawaii 2007
⋅
Best Spanish Documentary, International Gay & Lesbian Cinema Festival
⋅
Madrid 2007
th
⋅
Best Documentary Short films 6 edition Barcelona, 2009

AFRICA IS A WOMAN’S NAME (Doc) 52’ 2009
English HDV
Directors: Ingrid Sinclair, Wanjiru Kinjanjui, Bridget Pickering.
Female power embodied in three remarkable women from
Sub-Saharan Africa: Kenyan attorney and reputed lawyer Njoki Ndung'u,
Phuti Ragophala, the committed school principal of a remote South
African village and Zimbabwean housewife-entrepreneur, Amai Rosie.
A personal and disruptive message of encouragement defines these sensitive portraits.
Sponsored by AECID.
⋅
Selected for Pictching at DOCS Barcelona – Barcelona 2008
⋅
Award as Best Documentary – Festival of Gender, Cultural Diversity and Mestizage,
Soria 2009
⋅
National Selection at MIRADAS DOC- Tenerife, Spain
⋅
12 Thesaloniki DocumentaryFilm Festival, Greece-.
⋅
Third Annual African World Documentary Film Festival,- , USA.
⋅
Capetown Film Festival, Southafrica
⋅
Elles Tournent, Festival de Film de Femmes de Bruxelles, Belgium
⋅
Festival des Libertés, Belgium
⋅
Festival Imagine Donna, Florence, Italy
⋅
African Diaspora Film Festival, New York
⋅
Film de Femmes, Creteil, Paris
⋅
CAK, African Fil Festival, Oslo, Norway

WARS OF TODAY (Doc) 120’ (4x30’) 2012
Spanish HDV
Co-production: Multicanal & Transparent Productions
Directors: Cristina López-Palao & Roberto Blatt
Unlike traditional wars, modern-era wars do not have formal statements or peace treaties,
and are waged beyond the borders of the first world, masking legitimacy with diffuse
ideological objectives. Striking and disturbing images by Julio Alonso, wartime
correspondent for over 30 years, pictorially document Roberto Blatt’s analysis. Essential for
contemporary interpretation, through the four chapters of the series: Warmongers,
Combatants, Civilians and the Media.

EL COLOR DEL MUNDO Book, video and recorded song (2014)
French HDV
A project for peace developed for AECID and with the sponsoring of CASA AFRICA..
The creation of a cultural production house in the Republic of Congo, with the winner of
various platinum albums Carlos de France and sound engineer Orphée Broulard to train
local singers in the creation, composition and distribution of their own music. “The Color of
the World” is the song that arises as a result of this creative process on the part of the
Congolese singers of Lubumbashi and that Casa Africa used as an anthem of África Vive.

THE ROAD OF MUZU Video of 23 'and interactive DVD for schools. (2015)
Project on AIDS awareness throughout Spain. With the collaboration of the FNAC.
Conferences by the FNAC and the Universities of several Spanish provinces. Sponsored by
the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation. Projection of the documentary
MUZUZANGABO of 23 minutes followed by a talk by two activists infected with the virus to
sensitize young people about AIDS transmission, possible forms of infection and precautions
to take.

ELEPHANTS FOR PEACE (2017) (Work in Progress) a documentary about peace.
Elephants for Peace is a global participatory art movement. This NGO has chosen the symbol
of the elephant as synonymous of Peace and Power. Everybody with a desire for a
harmonious world is invited to create an elephant figure. We followed the event of Elephants
for Peace in Barcelona, covering the participation of hundreds of people that have joined the
movement in an artistic way, dancers , opera singers, yoga and aikido teachers and hundreds
of painters and children who had envisioned peace through the figure of an elephant

Documentary Film: 72'
Schedule: September, October, November &
December

1. STAFF

Pre-Production: 2 weeks (including research)
Production: 8 weeks
Post-Production: 6 weeks
QTTY

UNITS

X

1.1 PROGAM STAFF
1.1.1 Executive Producer
1.1.2 Producer
1.1.3 Director
1.1.4 Researcher
1.1.5 Host/Narrator
1.1.6 Writer
1.1.7 Consultant
1.1.8 Production Manager
1.1.9 Production Assistant

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

person
person
person
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person

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1.1.10 Accountant

1 person

x

2. PRE-PRODUCTION
2.1 PRE-PRODUCTION TRAVEL&LIVING
2.1.1 Travel
2.1.2 Meals
2.1.3 Camcorder
2.1.4 Research material
2.1.5 Proposal Translation & Presentation
2.1.6 Budget Assesment, Shceduling &
Presentation
2.2 RIGHTS &ACQUISITIONS
2.2.1 Picture research
2.2.2 Stock footage - research
2.2.3 Stock footage - acquisition
2.2.4 Stills printing from negative
2.2.5 Stills rights/acquisition

3. PRODUCTION
3.1 PRODUCTION-CREW
3.1.1 Camera Person
3.1.2 Assistant Camera
3.1.3 Sound person
3.1.4 Script supervisor
3.1.5 Gaffer
3.1.6 Make-Up
3.1.7 Stills Photographer
3.2 EQUIPMENT
3.2.1 Camera Kit (HDV Cam)
3.2.2 Sound Kit
3.2.3 Lighting Kit
3.2.4 Props/Wardrobe
3.3 FILM & AUDIO TAPE
3.3.1 Shooting Stock - HDV Cam
3.3.2 Batteries, etc.
3.4 PRODUCTION TRAVEL & LOCATION
3.4.1 Flights
3.4.2 Vehicle hire
3.4.2 Taxis
3.4.5 Petrol, tolls, parking
3.4.6 Couriers
3.4.7 Hotel
3.4.8 Telephone - crew
3.4.9 Meals
3.5.10 Location fees
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X
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1 pictures
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1 docum
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TOTAL PREPRODUCTION
RATE

3.500
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0
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5
5
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200
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0
4.800
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1.500
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TOTAL

32.280

PRODUCTION
4. POST-PRODUCTION
4.1 POST-PRODUCTION PREP, XFER, ETC
4.1.1. Post-production Supervisor
4.1.2 Prep for AVID
4.1.3 Master Tapes
4.1.4 Transcription
Translation of archive footage material
4.1.5 Translation - other lenguage version
4.1.6 Subtitling
4.2 GRAPHICS
4.2.1 Opening Series graphics
4.2.2 Program graphics / 3D
4.3 OFF-LINE
4.3.1 Editor
4.3.2 Offline Editing
4.4 ON-LINE
4.4.1 Online Editing
4.4.2 Credits
4.2.3 Mater Tapes
4.4.4 DigiBetas
4.4.5 DVD (incl. Convers)
4.5 SOUND
4.5.1 Original composition
4.5.2 Sound Prep
4.5.3 Sound Mix
4.5.4 Composer stock, consumables &
couriers to edit
4.5.5 Music acquisitions
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2 songs
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700
TOTAL POSTPRODUCTION

5. INSURANCE, PUBLICITY, GENER. EXP
5.1 INSURANCE LEGAL FEES
5.1.1 Production insurance
5.1.2 Legal Fees & Contracts
5.1.3 Bank Changes
5.2 PUBLICITY & MARKETING
5. 2.1 Still Film & Developing
5.2.2 Publicity Campaign
5.2.3 Marketing materials
5.2.4 Festival participation
5.3 GENERAL EXPENSES
5.3.1 Office utilities & Overheads
5.3.2 Telephone/ Fax
5.3.3 IT Suport
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0
0
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1.400
0
12.850
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30 festivals
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1 doc
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30

1 space
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x
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3 months
3 months

x
x

200
50
TOTAL
INSURANCE,
PUBLICITY,
GENERAL
EXPENSES

600
1.000
0
0
0
0
900
600
150
0

3.250

SUBTOTAL
8% Contingency

78.330
6.266

GRAND TOTAL

84.596

Contact

Contact:

Transparent Productions
Cristina López-Palao Cretegny
00 34 653 337 555
https://vimeo.com/cristinalopezpalao
www.transparent-productions.com
cristina@transparent-productions.com

